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Ai Weiwei Bronze Coal Hive

Vanity Fair Reports on Caochangdi

Award Winning Chopstick Steamer
Stool Designed and Fabricated by
a Team at BASE

A principal of action for BASEbeijing is that learning and designing occurs in the setting of:
1. The intensely focused and personal space of designing and making at the desk, tool, monitor, etc.
2. The impassioned table that accommodates and provokes cooperation, collaboration, dialogue, and heated
words, and,
3. The real live world outside the studio that allows and causes us to confront often extreme conditions of
cities movinginto the 21st century.
BASEbeijing is Program and Project driven, as opposed to being driven by curriculum. BASEbeijing breaks
the old patterns and habits of architectural education, which has for the most part become tired and static.

THE SETTING : BASEbeijing is situated in the setting of China, the city of Beijng (that is simultaneously ancient and
very 21st century), and the Urban Village of Caochangdi (which has recently been written up by Conde Nast Traveler,
Vanity Fair, and the New York Times as one of the world’s hottest art spots). This setting brings with it a fascinating
context, a context of change, and of production, design, and art. We will draw from this and engage it under the big
shed roof BASEbeijing space and in our forays out into the city and into China.
SPRING 2010 PROJECTS : We are now in the process of developing the projects, studies, research, and travel
details. There are a whole series of projects on the table that range from making things with the hands, prototyping
designed things in some of the many fabrication shops and factories in China, working on documenting, understanding
and interacting with the network of space between Urban and Rural China, documenting and measuring traditional
and vernacular Chinese architecture, studies in Chinese Perspective as a challenge to the corporate and commercial
three-dimensional tizzy that architecture has fallen into under the mandates of 3-D software, looking at Chinese
Cinema and the City, assembling a “Lexicon of Chinese Urbanism” and a “Manural (of) Urbanism” to speculative
and/or real design projects or competitions especially in the context of the Urban and Rural Chinese Village.
COLLABORATORS : Robert Mangurian, Mary-Ann Ray, and Robert Adams will continue to direct the projects at
BASEbeijing, and will be joined with Drew Hammond (film screenwriter and art critic), Erik Hemingway, Zhang Fang,
and students from SCI-Arc and University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign and other schools.
It turns out, as we will learn, that
Chairman Mao was a radical Urban
Planner!

INTERNSHIPS IN CHINESE OFFICES : Following the conclusion of the official BASEbeijing session, for those of
you who are interested, depending upon availability and your skills, we can help make arrangements for some of you
to stay on for the summer and work in one of the many interesting architectural firms or artists studios in Beijing or
elsewhere in China.
Virtual BASEbeijing : This Spring, we would also like to work with some of you on the BASEbeijing website and
blog which were launched last Spring. Find them at: www.basebeijing.cn and www.basebeijing.blogspot.com. Here
you will see the descriptions of the lecturers that formed the “Talking Heads and Burning Meats” lecture series.

Pet Crickets are allowed and
encouraged at BASE, as long as
proper care is given

Mary-Ann Ray, Robert Mangurian, Robert Adams
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INTRODUCTION
The BASEbeijing program is operated by the Beijing Architecture Studio Enterprise [B.A.S.E.]
in conjunction with the UM TCAUP. BASEbeijing is the first center for architecture in Beijing and
hosts lectures, exhibitions, and laboratory space for special projects. BASEbeijing offers students
and practitioners of architecture the opportunity to investigate a wide range of architectural and
urban topics developing in contemporary China. The BASEbeijing program intends to not only
enrich the academic interests, research, and design experimentation and production of practitioners
and students alike, but also to further cultural and institutional exchange within design related
disciplines.
PROGRAM SCHEDULE (DRAFT / PRELIMINARY)
The 2010 BASEbeijing session is now scheduled to run from May 10 – July 4. The BASEbeijing
program will kick off with a week of travel in and around Beijing, an introduction to the projects
to be undertaken, and lessons in intensive Chinese language [Mandarin]. During this time, you
will get to know the city and become acclimated to your new space. The following 7 weeks will
be spent engaged in projects at Beijing at BASEbeijing, with the option for a week of travel to
pursue projects related to other places in China.
February 12
March 8

PROGRAM DIRECTORS
+
COLLABORATORS

Mary-Ann Ray
Robert Mangurian
studioworks@pacbell.net
(213) 623 7075

Robert Adams
robadams@umich.edu
Drew Hammond
Jason Song Jie Zhao
and
Ann Bergren
Robert Bernell
Li Hu
Wu Hua
Irene Keil
Philip Lee
Huang Wenjing
Zhang Fang

Applications due
Students notified and roster finalized
Apply for a passport if necessary
March 15
Refundable $500 deposit due in Finance Office to Secure Spaces
March 16
Visa applications submitted
Purchase airline tickets your responsibility + lodging (your responsibility with our assistance) +
other items
May 1
Chinese Labor Day
May 6-7
Depart for PEK
May 10-14
Exploring Beijing and nearby, B.A.S.E. set up, Project Introductions + Mandarin language intensive
at B.A.S.E.
May 17- July 2 Work @ B.A.S.E. in Beijing with One Week of Optional Travel outside Beijing
July 3
Final Exhibition and Event @ B.A.S.E.
July 4
Clean Up at B.A.S.E., Farewell Dinner with Group, Fireworks
Post July 4
Options: Travel, Work, Continue projects @ B.A.S.E.

ESTIMATED COSTS
Program costs are approximations. Individual budgets will fluctuate depending on type of housing
and your particular spending habits i.e. other food, gifts, cell phone cards, extra travel, etc..
ESTIMATED PROGRAM COSTS 2010 - 8 weeks
Room/Lodging
$ 420 - 1120 *See notes below
Meals
$ 300 - 450
Airfare
$ 800 - 1400 Changes daily, dependent on departure city [check web for deals]
Travel in China
$ 100 - 450 +/- Taxi, bus = 100 + one OPTIONAL $350 RT airfare in China
China Visa
$ 130, 6 - 12 month, multiple entry visa
SUB - TOTAL
$1750 - 3550
Contribution of TCAUP
-$1000 (to be confirmed)
TOTAL
$750 - 2550
+ UM Tuition (varies for UG and G, In State and Out)
* Range of Housing Options are as follows. See attached Document for more details
“Lodging Options - Beijing” for a full description:
Dorm Room $7.00 x 56 nights = $ 420
Single in a Shared Serviced Apartment $430/month x 2 months = $ 860
Shared Double Room Hotel, per person: $20.00 x 56 nights = $ 1120
[Not figured in above : Single Room Hotel $50.00 x 56 nights = $2800]

Ai Weiwei Bronze Coal Hive

Fresh Coal Hives delivered to
a Beijing Household

COURSES OF ACTION, SPECIAL TOPICS + BIG IDEAS and PROJECTS
During the 2010 BASEbeijing session, a series of projects will be undertaken by the group at
BASE. All are far reaching and dynamic. All projects are directed by a roster of people including
Robert Mangurain and Mary-Ann Ray, Drew Hammond, Robert Adams and others including
visiting guests from China and abroad. The projects are designed to take full advantage of our
time in China, and as such, BASE is able to operate in a way that is free and open. The projects
are focused design and research plus looping forays into many things China - measuring in a
rural village, construction site visits, field tours, calligraphy, artist and architect studio visits, taichi, Mandarin language intensive and other things. In addition, a few of you will emerge to form
a lecture series committee and you will produce the BASE Talking Heads 2010.
Making things with the hands, prototyping things in factories and shops (as a part of “BASEline),
documenting, measuring, and “deep reading” architecture, examining Chinese perspective modes
of projection as a challenge to default 3-D projection mandated by current software, Chinese
Cinema and the city, speculative and real design projects.........
We will also work toward assembling a “Lexicon of Chinese Urbanism” and a “Manural (of)
Urbanism” to speculative and/or real design projects or competitions especially in the context of
the Urban and Rural Chinese Village.
BASEbeijing Studios
Located in Caochangdi Urban Village (recently covered by the N.Y. Times, Conde Nast Traveler
and Vanity Fair as one of the world’s hottest art spots), BASEbeijing will provide a working studio
for digital and physical work at all scales. The context close at hand is the Urban Village (or
“Village in the City”) that operates much like rural China with the exception that it is spattered
with Art Galleries showing the latest Chinese and European Art. Zooming out, the context is the
extended Art Zone 798, the Olympic Sites, and Chaoyang District with the CBD and CCTV.
BASEbeijing APPLICATION
There are limited spots available for this program. If you are serious about participating in this
program you are asked to submit the application form as a PDF via email to
studioworks@pacbell.net . Please use the PDF template sent to you via email. File name =
BEIJING_09_APP_yourlastname.PDF
- 1 page application form + attach 2 - 2” x 2” passport photos
- 1 page letter of intent outlining any research topics or work agendas that you would like to pursue during the program
- 2 pages of recent design work, and - A resume or curriculum vitae

Deadline: Monday, February 22. All applications will be reviewed, and the final roster of
participants will be determined on or before March 8th. At this point arrangements will be made
with the front office to secure your place in the program with a $500 deposit on March 15th.
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Lodging Options

BEIJING...........
B.A.S.E. Spring Summer 2009

Note: Currency conversions are flucuating. Room rates can be negotiated, and should be
negotiated. Sometimes a 15% service charge is added to prices, so ask about this. Commuting
to B.A.S.E. from the Hutong and center city hotels will be between 12 minutes and 45 minutes
depending on traffic! Early mornings are best, After 7:30 AM until about 9:30 AM, traffic can be
heavy. The taxi ride will run about $4.00 U.S..
Lodging close to B.A.S.E. is marked with an asterisk (*).
Some locations are identified with Google Earth Coordinates.
B.A.S.E. is located at coordinates 39°59’36.04”N, 116°30’06.54”E

BY THE NIGHT
Beijing Hebei Hotel
In a hutong neighborhood in the central city, this is a good place to start your stay in Beijing and then, once
acclimated, transfer to a less expensive alternative like the No Name Basic Hotel or Guesthouse, or rental
apartments. Rooms range from 160 to 300 yuan (24 - 44 U.S. dollars) depending upon size and quality,
and prices may be jumping up for the high season. You must make reservations early here (now). Their
website is : www.hb-bjo.gov.cn (open through ‘translate this website’ from chinese mandarin simplified to
english through www.altavista.babelfish.com). Telephone 86-010-64031116. No.1 Zhui Ba Lane, Huang
Hua men Street, Di An Men Nei.
LuSongYuan Hotel Guesthouse 39°55’59.76”N, 116°24’00.21”E
In a great hutong neighborhood location. The University of Michigan people often stay here for at least the
beginning of their trip, and then transfer to more economical lodging such as rental apartments or dorm
rooms. Breakfast is included. Room prices have gone up recently. Check www.sinohotel.com, keyword
“lusongyuan” for prices.
Far East Youth Hostel
In a hutong south of Liulichang, just SW of Tiananmen Square, this is a hotel and hostel with two wings- the
southern one is an ugly tiled building and the northern one is in a traditional courtyard building. You can
look at rates online at www.fareastyh.com or at www.hostels.com. Telephone 86-010-51958811. Prices
can be determined by booking a reservation. For a four room bunk bed situation, the cost for the summer
of 2010 is now listed as $7 U.S. dollars per person.
Bo Tai Hotel at the Edge of a Hutong Area 39°55’58.70”N, 116°24’09.99”E
In the same neighborhood as the Lusongyuan, but out of the hutong proper and on the large street at the
perimeter of it, an inexpensive and very basic hotel (Chinese name only) with rooms for 180 yuan per
night. The telephone number is 010-6407991. Little or no english spoken. After a few weeks in Beijing,
many students transferred from the Lusongyuan or other more expensive hotels once they were acclimated
to the city. Be sure to specifically reserve a room in the new and renovated part of the hotel. Check
www.sinohotel.com, keyword “botai or bo tai”
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Internet Hotel/Hostel Searches
1.
www.sinhotel.com
This website can be searched for Beijing Hotels. The two star selections can be good. They have photographs
and details for most of thehotels. Hostels are also listed. Lusongyuan and Hao Yuan are both good hotels
in hutong neighborhoods.
2.
The following three websites offer reductions on rooms for more than 50% the rack rate.
www.elong.com
www.ctrip.com
www.beijing-hotels.net
3.
www.hostelworld.com (NOTE: The following rates may be out of date. Check website for current pricing)
This site has an excellent selection of budget lodgings ranging from serviced apartments to guesthouses to
dorm rooms to singles/doubles/triples and serviced apartments that can be rented monthly. Each of the
following recommendations tend to have the full range of room types, and you can look at photographs of
them on the site. Some recommendations are: Beijing Jianwai SOHO Hostel - in the new Soho, near China
World Trade Center - more like an apartment in a modern new building by the Soho Developers. Monthly
rentals available. Beijing Li Yi’s Inn (also at or near Jianwai Soho)with monthly rentals available, Red
Lantern House, A top rated Hostel in a Hutong, *Beijing Peaceful Service Apartments, Wangjng District,
Suites, all with bath, per person per night costs should be listed and monthly rentals available. More like
apartments than hotel rooms. They have their own website: www.nihaominbak.com.
4.
www.hostels.com

BY THE MONTH
Internet Apartment Searches
The following websites post apartment listings. It would be highly recommended to actually visit the apartment
before committing to one. The Wangjing District is a dense area with a lot of highrise housing with fairly
low rents, and it as a quick commute (even a bicycle ride) to B.A.S.E..
www.thatsbeijing.com
www.wuwoo.com
http://beijing.craigslist.org
www.zhantai.com
http://beijing.kijiji.com.cn (chinese language only)
Also, see www.hostelworld.com described above, for monthly rentals as well as nightly.
*Hong Yuan Apartments 39°58’59.44”N, 116°29’04.62”E
Two towers (A and B) of studio, one, two, and three bedroom apartments in the Danwei of the Beijing
Dashanzi 798 Arts District (which is a great location). Vacancies vary, and monthly rents range from about
3,800 yuan (491.00 U.S. dollars) and upwards for the larger apartments. Mr. Wang, 86-010-84562268
(may not speak english)
Taxi Drivers Guesthouse

*Silver Maple Garden Apartments 39°59’25.91”N, 116°29’33.18”E
Very close to B.A.S.E.. Try an online search for available apartments, or beijing.craigslist.org.
*Central Palace Apartments 39°59’10.35”N, 116°29’34.68”E
A little under two miles to B.A.S.E.. Website: www.bjupre.com/page/Central/index.php. You can contact
Lisa from Unique Properties who leases the apartments at lisa@bjupre.com. During the summer of 2009,
the rental rate for a three bedroom apartment was 8,000 rmb per month + 800 rmb utilities (total about
$1,290 U.S. divided by three persons = $430/person.
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L to R, Top to Bottom: Final Exhibition Event at BASE, Pear Wood Table at BASE, BASE Studio, BASE Studio, Building an Outdoor Cinema in the BASE Courtyard, Joinery at the nearby 60 acre Wood Market,
BASE Courtyard Badmiton, BASEbeijing Entry

L to R, Top to Bottom: Alley to BASEbeijing, Outdoor Meeting in the BASE Courtyard, BASE Talking Heads Lecture Series Posters, A Talking Head Evening at BASE, Final Exhibition Event at BASEbeijing,
Aerial of the Urban Village of Caochangdi where BASE is located

L to R, Top to Bottom: One of Beijing’s nearly 500 Urban Villages, Artist Huang Rui and his work, BASEer Jamie Cobb with a Rural Villager, Qing Shui Yuan Housing Block otherwise known by Robert Adams
as “Karl Marx Hof Beijing”, BASEer Sen Liu works with a Rural Villager, Rural Villagers in the Beijing Township

L to R, Top to Bottom: Huang Hui Raised Highway in Hangzhou, Shaping the National Spirit in Architecture, A Beijing Urban Village Scene, Architectural Rendering Produces Street Scene, Sand Storms
over Northeast Asia, Six Foot High Stuffed Recycling Bags in Bei Hu Qu Urban Village

TCUAP - BASEbeijing 5.0
2010
May 10 - July 4, 2010

TCAUP - BASEbeijing
5.0
2010
Program Application

Plan of Beijing as it existed from the Qing Dynasty until about 1920
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CHINA - PEK: BE [IJ] ING
@ B.A.S.E.
2010
KeyNotes:
APPLICATION
2 - 2” X 2” PASSPORT
PHOTOS
1 PAGE LETTER OF INTENT

PROGRAM APPLICATION 2010

CHINA: BEIJING STUDIO @ B.A.S.E.
2010
Program Application Form

Attach 2 – 2” x 2”
passport photos here

PERSONAL INFORMATION
First Name:

Last Name:

Date of birth:

Sex: F / M

Soc. Sec. # if US Citizen:

Passport #:

Note: You will also need one or
two passport photos for your
Visa Application

2 PAGES SAMPLE OF WORK
RESUME/C.V.

Email address:
Phone + Cell Phone:
SCHEDULE (Subject to
Change)
February 12
Applications Due
e-mail to maray@umich.edu

UM Uniq Name and Student ID Number:
Your citizenship:

March 8
Students notified and roster
finalized.
Apply for a passport if you
do not have one

Your guardian / spouse / emergency contact

March 15
Refundable $500 deposit due
in Finance Office to Secure
Places

Street address:

March 16
Visa applications to be
submitted
Purchase airline tickets +
reserve lodging

Phone + Cell Phone:

May 1 (through May 3)
Chinese Labor Day Holiday

ACADEMIC INFORMATION

May 6-7
Depart for PEK

Current class standing - Graduate or Undergraduate:

May 10-14
Exploring Beijing and
surrounds, B.A.S.E. set up,
Introduction toProjects,
Mandarin Language Intensive
@ B.A.S.E.
July 3
Final Exhibition and Event @
B.A.S.E.
July 4
Clean Up at BASE, Farewell
Dinner, Fireworks

Relationship to you:

City:

State:

Zip code:

Country:

email address:

Expected date of graduation:
Name of current studio instructor if applicable:
Name and contact info (email) of one faculty reference:

APPLICANT QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What is your main reason for wanting to participate in the Beijing Studio?

2. Why are you a good candidate for this program?

3. How will this experience contribute to meeting your overall academic goals?

4. Have you ever traveled abroad? When and for how long?

5. Do you have any friends/colleagues/classmates who are applying and who you hope will also attend BASE,
and if so, who are they?

Signature: Date:
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LETTER OF INTENT
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EXAMPLES OF DESIGN WORK
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EXAMPLES OF DESIGN WORK
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RESUME / CURRICULUM VITAE

